The Graphics Tablet
...An Exciting New Peripheral
Let your creativity flow and experience the adventure of adding a whole new dimension to your Apple.

The Graphics Tablet opens up unique new applications by allowing you to conveniently enter graphic information. Using the tablet and stylus, you merely trace or freehand shapes to convert them to digital information and display them on the monitor. You can then store, recall, manipulate, and show off these images with the tablet system. This means that you can now create or revise: Maps, Charts, Photos, Schematics, Animations, Architectural renderings, or Freehand sketches, and the list goes on and on.

Ideal for serious applications, family fun and artistic enrichment.

Discover the total capabilities of this remarkable new peripheral with a demonstration at your local Apple dealer. Suggested Retail — $795.00

Apple Language System with Pascal
...A Legacy of Languages
Increase your software productivity with Pascal, today's most sophisticated structured programming language. You'll find that complex applications go together more quickly, run faster, and are more maintainable than equivalent programs in BASIC.

Apple Pascal is more than a language. It is a comprehensive system that supports your efforts with a powerful text editor, assembler, linker, and comprehensive file handling commands. It is the ideal tool for the sophisticated programmer.

Just add the plug-in card to any 48k RAM Apple and you have: Integer BASIC, Applesoft Extended BASIC, and Pascal at your command. So you can put this important new tool to work for you, without giving up the ability to develop and run programs in the BASIC language environment. Suggested Retail — $495.00
The cornerstone of the program is fast, personalized service performed locally and fully backed by Apple. Over 400 Level I Service Centers have been established to keep all repair work as close to you as possible. Each Level I Service Center maintains a parts inventory and in 90% of the cases, we can promise one-day service. In some cases, the work can be completed while you wait.

The One-Year Extended Warranty is available for only $95.00. That's about 50¢ a day and includes all Apple-manufactured hardware plus system software. The cornerstone of the program is fast, personalized service performed locally and fully backed by Apple.

All Apple owners can now take advantage of the One-Year Extended Warranty which covers all Apple-manufactured hardware plus system software.

The Integer BASIC ROM Card is a great way to upgrade the capabilities of your Apple II Plus before you're ready to move all the way into the Language System with Pascal. Suggested Retail — $200.00

One Year Extended Warranty ... An Ounce of Prevention
Apple reliability is well known. Now, with the Extended Warranty, Apple Computer goes that extra distance to protect your investment against costly repairs and frustrating downtime.

The Integer BASIC ROM Card offers you more than just a high-speed version of BASIC. It comes with Programmer's Aid #1: a firmware package of high-resolution graphics, utility, and diagnostic routines. And it offers a special bonus for assembly language programmers with its inclusion of the standard monitor ROM (which offers machine language TRACE and SINGLE-STEP capabilities not present in the Apple II Plus Auto-Start ROM).

The card offers you more than just a high-speed version of BASIC. It comes with Programmer's Aid #1: a firmware package of high-resolution graphics, utility, and diagnostic routines. And it offers a special bonus for assembly language programmers with its inclusion of the standard monitor ROM (which offers machine language TRACE and SINGLE-STEP capabilities not present in the Apple II Plus Auto-Start ROM).

Integer BASIC ROM Card ... for the Apple II Plus
Help yourself to the extensive library of Integer BASIC programs with this low cost, plug-in card. You'll have push-button access to both Integer and Applesoft BASIC, without giving up valuable user memory space.

All Apple owners can now take advantage of the One-Year Extended Warranty which covers all Apple-manufactured hardware plus system software. The cornerstone of the program is fast, personalized service performed locally and fully backed by Apple.

Over 400 Level I Service Centers have been established to keep all repair work as close to you as possible. Each Level I Service Center maintains a parts inventory and in 90% of the cases, we can promise one-day service. In some cases, the work can be completed while you wait.

The One-Year Extended Warranty is available for only $95.00. That's about 50¢ a day and includes all Apple peripherals. This is the lowest cost program of its kind in the industry.

The Extended Warranty is even available to systems already in use, for a $25 additional diagnostic fee.

The Integral BASIC ROM Card is for the Apple II Plus. It offers you more than just a high-speed version of BASIC. It comes with Programmer's Aid #1: a firmware package of high-resolution graphics, utility, and diagnostic routines. And it offers a special bonus for assembly language programmers with its inclusion of the standard monitor ROM (which offers machine language TRACE and SINGLE-STEP capabilities not present in the Apple II Plus Auto-Start ROM).

All Apple owners can now take advantage of the One-Year Extended Warranty which covers all Apple-manufactured hardware plus system software. The cornerstone of the program is fast, personalized service performed locally and fully backed by Apple.

Over 400 Level I Service Centers have been established to keep all repair work as close to you as possible. Each Level I Service Center maintains a parts inventory and in 90% of the cases, we can promise one-day service. In some cases, the work can be completed while you wait.

The One-Year Extended Warranty is available for only $95.00. That's about 50¢ a day and includes all Apple peripherals. This is the lowest cost program of its kind in the industry.

The Extended Warranty is even available to systems already in use, for a $25 additional diagnostic fee.
## Stocking Stuffers

### Family Fun

**Apple-Bowl**
An exciting game of skill. Test your ability with this 3-D Hi-Res Graphic simulation of a bowling alley. The computer motion of the ball and pins is derived from the law of physics. All conditions, such as the direction, speed, spin and weight of the ball and pins are included with the ball's position. They realistically determine the correct fall of the pins, and resulting score.

Suggested Retail — $15.00.

**Microchess**
Microchess is a tireless opponent, always ready for a quick game of speed chess, or a slow thoughtful game. It is also a patient instructor, available at any time to assist you in learning to play chess, or help you practice your chess skills.

Suggested Retail — $25.00.

### Education

**The Shell Games**
A collection of four super programs for educational enrichment. Programs include:

- **Match Machine** Displays two columns of words that match. One of the columns is scrambled. Your job is to straighten them out.
- **Professor True** A true/false quiz at its finest, Professor True will ask interesting questions and then tell you something more about it.
- **The Animated Apple** The intriguing story of how Apple grew from a tiny flower ... See it all in this engrossing cartoon.
- **Mr. Multiple** You guessed it ... multiple choice questions on contemporary folklore and little-known facts ... and with its built-in editor, you can make up your own questions.

Suggested Retail — $29.95

### Utilities

**Apple Writer**
An efficient new text editor that combines many of the features of expensive word processors at a fraction of the price. Apple Writer is a character-oriented text editor that makes entry and editing effortless.

Suggested Retail — $75.00.

**Applepost**
A convenient Data Base System that provides easy entry and editing of names, addresses, and phone numbers for creation of mailing lists or personal address directories... It can even search phone-ically. Stores 500 names per diskette.

Suggested Retail — $49.95

Contact your local Apple Computer Dealer for a demonstration or additional information on our full product line.